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Go to the main content of AppalCARTSloganProviding public transport for Boone and Vataga county from 1981FoundedOctober 1981Headquarters305 Highway 105 Bypass Boone, NC 28607LocaleNorth CarolinaService areaBoone and Appalachian State University with rural services throughout Watauga County TypeServiceLocal and Student CommuterRoutes13Fuel
typeBiodieselOperatorAppalachian State University, Boone City, Vatagaga County, The State of North Carolina ExecutiveGreg LovinsWebsiteappalcart.com AppalCART (Appalachian Campus Rapid Transit District) is a free network of public buses located in Boone, North Carolina. It provides free fixed route and paratrant services throughout Appalachian State University and
Boone, as well as inexpensive van services to other cities in Vataug state. In 2013, AppalCART reported 1,712,873 passenger journeys. AppalCART is managed by an 8 member council. Greg Lovins is currently chairman of the board. It receives funding from federal, state, local and Appalachian public universities. AppalCART Routes provides Watagua with thirteen routes listed
in the table below: Bus Route Description Of the Blue Route Notes runs in and out of the South Lot/Baseball Stadium driving up to the ASU Peacock Traffic Circle before turning around. The line is about 16 minutes. The express route runs in and out of ASU College Street station driving up to Vatagua housing opportunities before turning around. The line is about 28 minutes. The
Golden Route runs in and out of ASU College Street station driving to Greenwood Lot before turning around. The line is about 29 minutes. Green East works in and out of ASU College Street station driving up to Hospitality House before turning around. The line is about 29 minutes. Green West runs in and out of ASU College Street station driving up Old Bristol Road before
turning around. The line is about 28 minutes. Depends on the semester. The Orange Route runs in and out of ASU College Street station driving up Brookshire Park Road before turning around. The line is about 31 minutes, making 16 stops. Depends on the time of day. The pink route runs in and out of the ASU Peacock Movement Circle driving up to the university hall before
turning around. The line is about 29 minutes, making 19 stops. POP 105 Runs to and from Peacock Movements Circle Light driving as far as NC 105 Detour/US 421 West before turning around. The line is about 19 to 29 minutes, making 23 stops. Depends on the semester, the time of day and the day of the week. The purple route runs in and out of the ASU Peacock Traffic Circle
driving as far as Meadowview Drive at Walgreens before turning around. The line is 49 to 65 minutes long. Depends on the time of day. Red route runs in and out of ASU College Street station driving to Vatagua center before turning. Teh Teh is about 28 minutes. The Silver Route runs in and out of the ASU State Farm Lot/Greenway driving up to ASU Eagers Hall before turning
around. The line is about 22 minutes. The State Farm works in and out of the ASU State Farm Lot/Greenway driving up to ASU Eagers Hall before turning around. The line is about 22 minutes. The Teal Route Monday-Friday route runs in and out of the ASU Peacock Traffic Circle driving as far as Boone Cottages 3 before turning around. The line is about 34 minutes. Saturday's
itinerary runs from Peacock Circle Cottages Toone 1 and Boone Cottages 2 and back. The line is about 26 minutes. The summer route runs from The Peacock Circle to Boone Cottages and back. The line is about 16 minutes. Three routes depend on the day of the week or season. Links - Archive copy (PDF). Archive from the original (PDF) for 2014-01-09. Received 2014-0109.CS1 maint: archived copy as headline (link) - AppalCART Records Record Ridership Once again 1,712,873 Passenger Trips; Six percent more than in 2012. www.hcpress.com. Received 2018-09-14. Our board. AppalCart - Boone, North Carolina Public Transportation. Received 2018-09-14. An archival copy. Archive from the original 2014-01-09. Extracted 2014-01-09.CS1
maint: archived copy as a title (link) - Archive copy. Archive from the original 2014-01-10. Received 2014-01-09.CS1 maint: archived copy as headline (link) External links Official website Chauffeur Service This article about a bus company in the United States is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte This article about transportation in North Carolina is a stub. You can
help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte sourced from AppalCART recently announced changes to their fixed-route service, which will take effect on Monday 20 August. Among the changes is the format of route maps and schedules. The new map system displays all the stop places and routes that serve each stop location. Each route schedule appears on the back of the map. The
stoppage time was listed for key stops along each route. If the time is not specified for your stop, plan to arrive at your stop at the time listed for the key stop just before the stop. For example: If your location stops ASU technology, you should identify the first key stop location to stop, which is the ASU Peacock Traffic Circle, and plan to arrive at the stop at: 23 or :53 to make sure
you are able to catch this bus. Redesigned routes - Many of our itineraries and schedules have been redesigned to help them run on time and more efficiently. Please look at the new map and graphics to see how will effect you. New Sunday Service - Green, Red and Pop105 will run from PM - 8pm on Sundays during autumn and spring semesters. NC 105 Lot Shuttle will run
from 4pm - 1.30am on Sundays during the fall and spring semesters. ASU NC 105 Lot - Served silver road until 6pm on weekdays. After 6 p.m. on weekdays and Saturdays, served by the Green Route. NC 105 Lot Shuttle provides access on Fridays from 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. and Sundays from 4 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. Stops include Trivette Hall, Mountaineer Hall, Hoy Hall, and ASU NC
105 Lot. Old Bristol Rd (Kensington Meadows) - Served by Silver Road until 6pm on weekdays. After 6 p.m. on weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays, served by the Red Route. Access to the Red Route on weekdays until 6pm is available at the George Wilson Rd/Vet Hospital stop at US 421. Lot Stadium - Service will no longer be provided to Lot Stadium due to construction.
Passengers will be able to access NC 105 Lot Shuttle at the Trivette bus shelter. Advertise your local propane source and fuel for heating. Exhibition halls with gas logs, water heaters, generators and more are located in each Blue Ridge Energy district office. Click here for more information from Advertisment Advertisment Wellness District Shuttle - Service from 7am to 10pm on
weekdays during the fall and spring semesters. The transfer starts at State Farm Lot with stops in Boone Heights, Appleby, Vataug medical center, ASU College of Medical Sciences, and ASU App/Parks and Rec. The route will have 10-minute progress. ASU College of Medical Sciences - Served by a wellness district shuttle, a red route and an express route. NC 105 Expansion
and Brown Brothers Apartments - Served Red Route (new). University Hall - The stop moved to the bottom of University Drive due to the closure of the Pink Route. The pink route no longer exists. Most stops are served by other routes, with the exception of service along Winklers Creek Rd. Will only work after 6pm on weekdays. Horn in the West - The stop moves to the opposite
side of the road and will be served by the state farm route. Hoy Hall - Passengers will have to use the College St. Circle stop to access AppalCART routes, except for gold in the evenings. Stopping the Dan'l Boone Inn is also an option. ASU ChildCare Centre - We work with ASU to provide transfers at certain times of the day. Climbing Village - Orange Route until 6pm on
weekdays. Served on the Green Route after 6pm on weekdays, Saturday and Sunday. Meadowview Village - There will be 10 minutes of service progress on the Purple Route until 3pm, then it is reduced to 15 minutes of service progress. The Purple Route ends at 6pm and the Express Route To serve the village of Meadowview and Greenway Rd is going to ASU. By: Bill Fisher
News Published: 27 December 2019 2019 announced it is ending the Night Owl Orange route next month. Due to the low riders, the Night Owl Orange Route will end starting on January 16. Night Owl Pop 105, Express and Gold routes will continue until the end of the spring semester at ass. AppalCART will evaluate at the time to determine if rider support continues these Night
Owl routes after the end of the semester. For more information and routes and schedules, visit online AppalCART.com. AppalCART.com.
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